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WHY BUDAPEST?

- Off the beaten path experience
- Very affordable
- Hidden gem in Central Europe
- Friendly people
- Reliving history through architecture
- No classes on Fridays plus 2 weeks for travels during the semester
- Easy to travel around and explore
- Proximity to Vienna, Prague and other European capital cities
CORVINUS UNIVERSITY

- Campus in the heart of the city!
- Recognized as the leading Business, Economics and Political Science university in the region
- All courses (except required Beginners’ Hungarian) taught in English
- 3 US credits / course
- API Budapest works particularly well for students in economics, entrepreneurial studies, history, media & society, politics/IR, urban studies.
- 12,000 students - international students (10%), classes with local/international students
- Typical class size: 15-30 students for seminars/tutorials
- AACSB accredited
HOUSING IN STUDENT DORM

- Located centrally and by a metro station
- High standard residence hall: Dean’s College Hotel
- Students have a single room with private bathroom and kitchenette
- Bed linens, kitchen equipment and wifi provided
- Students are responsible for their own meals
CULTURAL EVENTS

- Parliament guided tour
- Central Market tasting tour
- Thermal baths
- Sightseeing by boat on the Danube
- Children’s Railway in the Buda Hills
EXCURSIONS

- Szeged and Ópusztaszer
- Pécs
- Szentendre
TANDEM PARTNER PROGRAM

- Facilitates intercultural exchange
- Helps students to integrate with local students
- Gives students the opportunity to learn more about Hungarian life and culture
Students participate in English as a Foreign Language classes, acting as student aids, working with students to improve their conversation and grammar skills.

Students shop for basic food items for those in need and take the products to the “Santa Claus Factory”, who then share the donations with families before Christmas.
“Being here in Budapest has been such an amazing experience so far. Arriving in the city I was pleasantly surprised to discover how low key, safe, and comfortable the city felt. I love visiting the historic buildings and districts in the city as it feels like I am living in a fairy tale every day. Being in Central Europe is great because traveling by train and plane is so easy and amazing cities are so close! While Ukraine is a border country, I have never heard of or witnessed any effects on Hungary or Budapest.

So far I have been incredibly happy here in Budapest.”

https://sophiasbudapestadventures.blogspot.com/
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